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Itâ€™s been a week since the dragon Morishtomaric fell, and Sardelle is not convinced that Ridge is

truly gone. With a companion who thinks heâ€™s a god and a soldier who would happily kill her, she

heads back to the mountains to look for signs that Ridge survived. What they uncover threatens to

destroy their country and all they care about. Meanwhile, the Cofah emperor is furious with Iskandia

over the loss of its airships and still has a bounty on Tolemekâ€™s head. King Angulus sends

Tolemek, Cas, and Kaika on a daring mission that could solve both problemsâ€¦ or leave them all

dead.
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Not that I'd ever recommend NOT finishing the series, but I do want to give an honest review and

this one was my least favorite for several reasons. First, the action was slowed down by an

uncharacteristic amount of thoughtful... thinking? Several times during a fast paced scene there was

a time out for mental dialogue that lasted an extra ordinate amount of time, at least it seemed to me.

Second, the teams were stretched all over the place, which is okay for a book in the middle of the

series, or even right before the end, but for the final book, it leaves far too much unsettled for the



final chapter. And there's a sense of disconnect because of it. Thirdly, it was just way too long! I

would have preferred it to have been two separate novels. This may go against what I said as my

first two critiques, but if it had been split into two separate stories, it could have been fully fleshed

out and not had so much squished into each scene, leaving things feeling either too dragged out, or

too rushed.Those were the things I didn't like, but I will say I loved the addition of the new soulblade

along with Sardelle's dragon (whose name I could go look up, but I can't remember the exact

spelling). Those two additions were awesome. The new elite forces person (Qualtaldo) was cool

too. I wish he could have been fleshed out, along with the sword and the dragon. Hate they came to

the show so late.I love love love this series and would definitely recommend anyone to read it

all--and finish it--but the final book had several flaws. However, I still give it 3.5 stars.

I've read all of Buroker's books, so I have trouble, now, coming up with new ways to say "fantastic,

incredible read". But, it is a fantastic, incredible read. I thought that nothing could top the Emperor's

Edge series, but this one is just as good.Buroker writes hysterical, laugh out loud dialogue, and

dreams up unique, but believable, plots and worlds. She writes (along with other books under a pen

name) stories that vacillate between science fiction and steampunk. It's hard to pigeonhole her

work. Nevertheless, her books are among the most addictive out there. You will be sucked up and

never let go of, that I can assure you of.This series ends with a bang, not a whimper. Everyone is

mostly happy, and those who are not probably have their own series coming up. Don't hesitate to

buy all of them, and then sit back and enjoy one of the most original set of books you've read in a

long time. 5 Starts. Always.

An enjoyable and exciting conclusion to the series, with action on several fronts: Cas, Tolemek,

Tylie, Kaika, Pimples, plus a couple more characters on a mission to kidnap the Cofah emperor

(which of course doesn't go as planned); Sardelle and Jaxi's search for Ridge (or his body), with the

contentious help of an eccentric dragon and the magic-averse Therrik; Ridge's confusion as he tries

to get back (no spoilers), ...Brava Saruth is fun (much more than Phelistoth), and I wonder if we're

going to get to see more of that bookish foreign princess some time.Though I agree with some other

reviewers that what happened with Ridge is handled a bit too lightly, I guess I too am guilty of being

able to let it go. At least blaming oneself for what was done under mind control of one sort or

another doesn't drag down this story as it did much of the last. Dragons can be awfully destructive,

though, and so can sorceresses.



Part 2 of the series finale, it picks up right where Raptor leaves off. The pace is pretty slow at the

beginning, except for the urgency of the search for Ridge, but picks up further in and finishes up

with pretty non-stop action and an epic end. On the way, you spend quality time with the unlikely

team of Sardelle and Bhrava Saruth and Therrik, as well as go back into the jungles (of a different

country) with some more unconventional pairings on a mission for the King. It's fun to see the

recombination of different characters working together. Basically everyone and their sword and/or

dragon is back - Cas, Tolemek, Tylie, Phel, Kaika, Pimples, Duck etc, and joined by some intriguing

new characters, the evil sorceress and most importantly, more dragons!The epilogue ties everything

up neatly, but by then you'll not want to say goodbye to these characters, especially the newer ones

(and you don't have to - the good news is there are nice short stories, labeled as Bonus Scenes, on

the author's Web site).

Ridge's team is scattered, off on various missions and he is missing, presumed dead. Sardelle is

sure he lives and teams up with Therrick and his magic hating sword and another rather unusual

companion. Cas, Tolemek, Kaika and other squadron members are off to kidnap the Cofah

emperor. he has his own forms of protection and it comes down to the kidnappers needing to be

rescued. can Iskandia be saved before the combined mysteries of Cofahs might bring down it's very

walls?this was SUCH a great series. the characters are well thought out and enter the series fully

prepared for the shenanigans. i truly enjoyed these so very much

An epic, sweeping, grand adventure of writing! A complete adventure tale, well written with colorful,

engaging heroes and villains. A total saga complete with engaging characters, including interactive

plots, sub plots, and multiple storylines all flowing smoothly into one great adventure. The story felt

seamlessly interwoven and flowed smoothly and logically. A story complete with heart wrenching

tragedies and soaring victories which always kept me guessing. Thank you Lindsay Buroker for a

great ride!I really want, need a Soulblade like Jaxi...rutting? soulsnozzle? That's solid gold!

Irreverent, sarcastic and timely, she inspires throughout! Well done.
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